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the second-to-last speech the fourth doctor utters before he regenerates into the war doctor, known as the speech at lazarus canyon, is one of the most well-received bits of dialogue from the eighth doctor, but many fans question the speech’s necessity. after saying that he did not think of the doctor as an ordinary
man, the war doctor goes on to address everyone in attendance at lazarus canyon as “my fellow travellers”. according to the doctor’s own words at the time, he was never going to go back to being “an ordinary man”, and this speech could be seen as the doctor being about to go back to being an ordinary man as a
reluctant side-effect of a need to keep meeting up with the people he saved in his travels. other fans use this speech as justification for the idea of the eighth doctor feeling entitled to the time lords’ time and intelligence after he recently lost his companions and the companions’ tardis after fighting the master. the

eighth doctor’s granddaughter, nyssa, turns thirty-four in “the davros mission”. she had this biological clock in the first part of “the davros mission”, when she turned fourteen and her grandparents told her she was turning thirty-four, but by the end of the serial the plot mechanics demanded that she turn thirty-four.
since the eighth doctor was adopted as a child, it makes sense that he had no idea about the biological clock. after all, if we take the seventh doctor, who was not as old when he was brought to the tardis, he was told a few times, including by his granddaughter adric, that he was nearly thirty-four. 5ec8ef588b
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